Remove door closer to be replaced. Determine door handing and installation type. Align holes in the mounting plate with the existing mounting holes in the door.

**Notes:**
- When installing mounting plate; make sure you can see the FRONT of the plate with properly marked handing and that the HINGE side of plate matches illustrations shown. Plate is marked with a sticker that designates the front and hinge side.
- The mounting plate may have to be flipped in some cases when used in a parallel arm installation so the hinge sticker is facing opposite side of illustration. Flip plate from left to right or right to left. DO NOT FLIP PLATE FROM TOP TO BOTTOM.

### Regular Arm Installation

- Left Hand Door - LH
- Right Hand Reverse - RHR
- Right Hand Door - RH
- Left Hand Reverse - LHR

### Top Jamb Installation

- Left Hand Door - LH
- Right Hand Reverse - RHR
- Right Hand Door - RH
- Left Hand Reverse - LHR

### Parallel Arm Installation

- Left Hand Door - LH
- Right Hand Reverse - RHR
- Right Hand Door - RH
- Left Hand Reverse - LHR
2. Attach mounting plate to the door or jamb using supplied fasteners following "Preparation For Fasteners" chart (Page 2).

3. Install UH4061/UH4062 door closer on the mounting plate with (1/4" x 20 - 5/8" screws) and install arm onto closer. Refer to "Main Arm Installation" (Pages 3-5; dependent on installation type) for correct arm preload.

   **Notes:**
   - When installing forearm shoe or parallel arm bracket reuse existing holes if possible.
   - If existing forearm shoe holes or existing parallel arm holes cannot be used, redrill new holes in door or frame; following "Door Closer Installation Instructions" (Pages 3-5; dependent on installation type).

4. To adjust closer refer to "Door Closer Installation Instructions" provided (Page 6).